X-Connect: One for All

The only integration engine you’ll ever need.

Finally, you can manage all your interface needs using one multipurpose integration engine, X-Connect™. Save time integrating
among EMRs, billing systems, health information exchanges (HIEs),
devices and more. X-Connect is the fastest, most efficient way to
create, test, monitor and maintain interfaces, no matter the
protocol or standard.

Health Data Repository Input Queue

Health Data Repository Output Queue

Any Data Format

Any Protocol
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LLP
HTTP/HTTPS
FTP/FTPS/SFTPS
Web Services (SOAP, RESTful)
Database
File System
TCP/IP

HL7 v2, HL7 v3
FHIR
CDA
CCD
X12
NCPDP
DICOM
EDI
XML
Delimited Text

Key Benefits of X-Connect

There’s no reason all your systems can’t talk to each other

Too many disparate systems and too much duplication of data, makes for one big data headache.
We feel your pain, and give you X-Connect. The all-in-one integration tool that solves your
integration challenges, and maximizes data sharing, accuracy and workflow efficiency.

Simple Management Dashboard

Real-time Monitoring & Alerts

Control all your interfaces and
access stats from one centralized
management dashboard. Manage
workflows, set monitoring alerts, view
real-time metrics.

Quickly identify issues and exceptions
so you can find and fix errors on the
spot. Set alerts to escalate problems
and configure workflows to assign
troubleshooting tasks.

Easily Manage Users & Permissions

Efficient Mapping Tool

Quickly setup users and grant access
permissions through a sophisticated user
management module with advanced
security hierarchy and rights options.

Easy to use tools for mapping data
between systems regardless of the
source, destination or data format.
Reconfigure data mappings on the fly
as requirements change.

Any System, Anywhere, Anytime
X-Connect exchanges data between
any system (one-to-one, one-to-many
and many-to-many). Access and
manage interfaces from any location
with Internet access. Full access to
dashboards, logs and scripts from any
Web-enabled device.

Around the Clock Service
A managed cloud service, X-Connect
is backed by 24/7 support from
healthcare workflow and technology
experts to provide peace of mind.

Streamline your integrations. Get started today.
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